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During the holiday season, our thoughts 
turn gratefully to those who enriched 
our lives, made our progress possible, 
our work enjoyable.



A new book

Six months of late nights turned into a novel book. 
Your guide to Delight. An amazing shout-out to my 
editor Pieter Borghart and the many people doing 
work behind the screens (Tom, Ine, Ellie, Jenny & 
Sean). Launched in May, last week nominated for the 
Alice Indie Book Prize 2019. 

The book serves as a carrier spreading the message 
inside. Don’t disrupt, but Delight (Yes, also –
especially – in healthcare). On how to create Health 
and welcoming our personal digital twin, our 
ultimate personal assistant. And how delight thinking 
allows to deal with change, the only constant of the 
future.

https://www.skribis.be/nl/your-guide-to-delight.html


Inspiration for a 
manifesto

A goosebumps moment it was when 
leading bigpharma play J&J got inspired 
by my vision to launch a 
PatientDelightMovement manifesto.



Delight a 
management topic
Meanwhile, HealthManagement covered the 
leading theme of the book in its December 
issue. Further down I explain how we’ll try to 
spread the learnings much further. 

https://healthmanagement.org/c/healthmanagement/issuearticle/how-the-simple-ingredient-of-delight-can-transform-healthcare


Book preso’s

A book Keynote tour got me on 35 podia 
throughout Europe the last 110 days. The 
counter will significantly increase the next few 
months. Thank you to all the organisers for 
having me,… Thank you Transform (Berlin), 
Disruption summits (London), HIMSS (Bern), … 

Thank you Vlerick. Thank you Nico De Fauw
giving me an entire (futurist) stage at your 
In4care Inspiration event. 

Thank you to the amazing companies I got to 
know.



Starpower

Besides the book tour, on two occasions I had the 
pleasure to share the stage: during the fantastic 
And& festival (thanks Pieter Goiris) in Leuven with 
#fashtech Partner for the stars Jasna Rok

And with the keynote maestro who prepares the 
world for the day after tomorrow, Peter Hinssen
(thank you Novartis making this possible). 

Thank you Fonny Schenck at Across health for 
taking me along on that fantastic tour to Boston 
and san Francisco in the beginning of the year. 

http://www.jasnarok.com/
http://www.peterhinssen.com/
https://across.health/


A first exhibit

Then there was my first contribution to a design 
exhibit, which you can visit till April 14, 2019 in the 
amazing Cube Design museum in Kerkrade, The 
Netherlands. What is Luxe? – and how does 
healthcare fits in that theme? Thanks Jeroen Junte
for the great discussions.

https://www.cubedesignmuseum.nl/nl/activiteiten/luxe


A European flagship
project

But back to the book for a second. In it I describe a 
future where men will be accompanied by its digital 
alter ego, a personal digital twin. Science-fiction? No 
longer so. Thank you to the management of 
HealthEU (Adrian, Albert) for having me as global 
advisor and giving me the pen to write the ‘final’ 
one-pager we submitted. Independent of what the 
funding bodies will decide, we have planted a seed 
for something big. Big Hero 6’s Dr. Baymax for the 
real world.

https://www.health-eu.eu/


Regulated health Apps

To feed the beast we’re collecting the 
tools to do so. A thank you to my 
physician student Andreas preparing his 
master thesis on the future adoption of 
mobile health Apps. Launching the 
database of regulated health Apps 
created more than a ripple in the global 
digital health landscape.

https://apps.healthskouts.com/


I had the honor to work with or 
create for amazing companies like

McKesson, J&J, Merck MSD, Novartis, Sanofi, 
Celgene, UCB, Medaxes, SAS, Vodafone, EMS, 
Dimence Groep, ABInbev, Mensura, Move To 
Happiness, Icometrix, Epihunter,… 

To be part of thinktanks envisioning Care in 
2030 (for Marc Noppen, UZ Brussels), the 
hospital in 2050 (with In4care),…

http://www.zorg2030.be/
https://www.in4care.be/


Ambassador

I got the pleasure to start serving as ambassador for 
Health House (Isabelle, Dimitri, Janaki), that fabulous 
health tech experience zone which opened its doors 
in Leuven in March. Any audience we hosted there 
deserves a line. But some made up for truly great 
pictures. Thank you NATO for spending half a day 
with us and seeing / experiencing / discussing the 
future, the analogies between the future of 
healthcare and warfare, …

A second ambassadorship, for privacy by design 
platform Geens will further mature the coming year.

Thank you VisitFlanders (Milo) to represent you on a 
few occasions 

https://www.health-house.be/en/
https://geens.com/
https://www.visitflanders.com/nl/?country=nl_NL


Novel or expanding 
friendships

Quite a bit. But with special nominations for 
one of the leading US healthcare voices Jane 
Sarasohn-Kahn, healthcare AI exponent Bart 
De Witte, Robovision‘s machine learning  
founder Jonathan Berten, Rosanna Kapeller
shaking up GV / lifesciences soon, former 
colleague turned entrepreneur Kurt Hertogs, 
..

The amazing teamwork with Jeroen Knitel & 
Pieter Buteneers. With Kenneth, Wim (x2), 
Luc, Hilde, Martine, Frederic, … with Bart, 
Isabelle, … 

The collaborative cooking which started with 
grand Bart Collet and An Tanghe (who joins 
our team in the new year – fireworks, 
fireworks).

https://www.healthpopuli.com/
https://innovator.news/interview-of-the-week-bart-de-witte-f0a0838bd2f3
https://robovision.be/
https://graphene.works/
http://www.hyperadvancer.com/
https://diverge.be/


Joining a number of 
new communities
Thanks Galen Prize , 

thanks HackBelgium, 

thanks Brussels AI, 

Thanks …

http://www.prixgalien-galenusprijs.be/GP2017_NL.html
https://www.hackbelgium.be/
https://city.ai/cities/brussels/


The best is yet
to come

And therefore, the best is yet to come. Always. Hopefully 
impactful projects to co-create a world where disease can be 
anticipated, where being healthy gets rewarded. Big time.

From rethinking the way we educate health professionals of 
the future (an emerging project with Edushock author and 
learning expert Pieter Sprangers); showcasing a new kind of 
health game currently in stealth; presenting from some truly 
amazing new stages, …

So with a big thank you, also comes a big invite. To meet 
somewhere at the crossroads of leaving a bit of legacy, in a 
community of like-minded people and creating … delightful 
experiences along the way.. As this is exactly what people 
want to / should do before they die. Maybe a good topic for 
a TED talk…

http://www.domoderefontiro.be/


A few references to 
material published this year

• https://healthskouts.com/assets/files/genomics-
20180221.pdf

• https://youtu.be/rXmV5aA1HA4

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLEiUs_O2j8&fe
ature=youtu.be

• https://medicalview.org/digital-transformation-from-
sick-care-to-proactive-health-care/

• https://healthmanagement.org/c/healthmanagemen
t/issuearticle/how-the-simple-ingredient-of-delight-
can-transform-healthcare

And thank you DeTijd, Het Nieuwsblad, De Morgen, 
Humo, Belang van Limburg, Eos, Groene
Amsterdammer, Radio1, Artsenkrant, Numerikare, … for 
all the coverage !

https://healthskouts.com/assets/files/genomics-20180221.pdf
https://youtu.be/rXmV5aA1HA4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLEiUs_O2j8&feature=youtu.be
https://medicalview.org/digital-transformation-from-sick-care-to-proactive-health-care/
https://healthmanagement.org/c/healthmanagement/issuearticle/how-the-simple-ingredient-of-delight-can-transform-healthcare
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